Datasheet

Targets

Size (MB)

Files

1

74.94

251

Files with sensitive data

Unique
sensitive data

891

Total
sensitive data

1251

Sensitive data inventory
435 Social security number

Restricted (150)
Confidential (61)
Internal (40)

248 Credit card number
186 Bank account number
22 Vehicle identification number

Customer Trust is Everything
Secure sensitive customer data—and your reputation—with Recon
Challenge

Is your organization entrusted with personal data? Is your protection bulletproof?
Gigabytes, and sometimes even Petabytes of data, are generated daily. And your data is
constantly moving—from cloud-based documents to duplicated and downloaded files to
emails. In a remote work environment with cloud and on-premises assets, it’s a struggle to
keep track of who has it and where it resides. An unacceptable amount of false positives
from current tools and a shortage of talent are further compounding this problem.

Solution

Qostodian ReconTM puts data security teams in control of sensitive data.
When customer trust is on the line, assumptions just don’t cut it. Get the facts in the form
of a comprehensive sensitive data inventory. Recon offers the fastest way to find every
piece of sensitive data in your organization’s possession—on servers, cloud-based drives,
emails, and more.
Recon installs in minutes and offers the lowest total cost of ownership. It’s an easy sell to
your IT team because it runs on a single virtual machine. In addition to lightning fast scans,
you’ll shorten response time and eliminate false positives with precise, granular results
that make next steps clear.
info@qohash.com

Real-world benefits
CAA is considered Canada’s most trusted brand. Driven by fierce loyalty, protecting
sensitive customer data is non-negotiable.
However, the tool they were using to keep track of customers’ sensitive data was time
and labor-intensive to maintain. George Plytas of CAA wanted a faster way to protect
sensitive data moving throughout servers, cloud drives and remote machines.

Immediate ROI

Faster Response

Intact Reputation

Install and use in minutes,
no training required

Detailed results make
next steps actionable

Bulletproof confidence

... mastercard 5323835908503798 08/22 003 Ian Smith

George’s team runs
keyword searches
and views context
to eliminate false
positives.

Risk
Score

Context

5259416103131603 02/22 805 Sylvester Creggan mastercard
5357921098782484 07/21 608 ...
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“We found we were able to get the answers
we needed 10-50x faster, with less overhead,
infrastructure and maintenance activity required.
Receiving answers quicker gives me the ability to
prioritize faster and get to the real security issues.”

George Plytas,
Head of Information Security, CAA Club Group
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Supporting your full
data security workflow

Typical
use cases
PII / PCI / PHI audits
Data risk assessments
Data migrations

Deploy

Discover

Point and scan

Find data fast

Detect

Decide

Know your risk

Take action

File types we scan
And 100+ more

Fast facts
Install in 5-minutes
Run on a VM

.docx

Configure classifications

.xlsx
.one

Schedule scans
See inventory of PII, PCI, PHI data

.pst

Visualize risk on dashboard

.docx
.zip

.pdf

Filter and sort data

.pptx

.sas
.xml

View detailed context

What happens if you do nothing?
Email us at info@qohash.com to learn more.
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